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ILLUSTRATION DESCRIPTION CODE

SAMPLES DISPLAY
€ Discounts

Q.ty %

Velcro fastener. Hoop-and-loop fastener for displaying moulding samples on walls.
White tape width: 20 mm. Length 25 metres.

Velcro attaching strip. It is a self-adhesive wholly textured strip.
It is used together with Velcro fastener. White tape width: 20 mm. Length 25 metres.

Self-adhesive Velcro corners for 
hanging moulding corner 
samples. Black colour.  

Corner samples   

Corner samples can be ordered 
singularly.
The price is € 0,50. 
To order them please write the letter 
"C" followed by the code of the 
moulding (ex: C932ARG).
You can also order the complete sets 
of corner samples on the right.

Panel display for mount corner samples. 
It has 20 opening for samples. When less than 20 samples, they can be inserted in every 
other opening.
The panel can be hung on walls with just a small mail or tack.

Counter display for mount corner samples. 
The display consists of a square base (20x20cm), a vertical support rotating on the square 
base and 2 panels MD1 for each side displaying 40 samples.

Video on the 
Rinaldin website

Transparent plastic hangers to hang the frame 
corner samples.
Hangers can be applied to the panel manually 
without any tool.

100 pcs

100 pcs

large 

small

Metal bar to hang the panels on the wall.
Normally to hang wall shelves in the kitchen.

Wooden plugs of 8 mm Ø to fix panels, length 40 mm.    60 pcs

1 bar of 
3 metres

Screws 40 mm to fix the bar to the wall.

Screws to fix the metal bar on the back of the panel.

100 pcs

100 pcs

Wall plastic plugs for above screws 100 pcs

per bar

Corner Samples Display Code

Code

Price

code 599

code 599L

Pack 100

Pack 500

Pack 60

Pack 240

Side length 33 mm
Width 10 mm 

Side length 63 mm
Width 23 mm 

Video on the Rinaldin website

Advantages

• Samples are perfectly aligned.
• You can decide the distance between one corner sample 
 and the other. 
• You can easily change the position of the samples.
• The orderly display of the samples gives the store an 
 elegant and professional look.

The system consists of a series of panels equipped with 
rows of holes to insert the plastic hangers.

Panels are cherry colour. Thickness 18 mm. Height 140 cm.
They can be easily fixed together with wooden plugs so as 
to form a unique panel.

We advise to hang the panels on the wall by using the proper 
metal bar (code 307). One metal bar to hang on the on the 
wall. The other bar to hang to the panel.

Series of all the other corner samples 
(excluding the above samples)

Complete series of all the corner samples
(included also slip and spacer samples)

Series of raw wood corner samples

Series of liners corner samples

Series of aluminum corner samples

Series of L shaped moulding corner samples

Series of fillets and spacers straight samples

Counter samples display
It can be useful on the shop counter to be 
used directly by customers.
The display is made up of 4 sides.
It is swivel and rests on a fixed base.
Height 70 cm.
You can hang about 70 corner samples.
Included 50 small and 50 large hangers.

1 row of holes
Width cm 23
Height cm 140

3 rows of holes
Width cm 69
Height cm 140

code
1401

code
1403

CodePriceSamplesSeries of moulding samples

about 1000
samples

about 50
samples

about 35
samples

about 100
samples

about 15
samples

about 100
samples

about 1300
samples

www.rinaldin.com

Elegant display for corner mountboard samples. 
Wood colour cherry.

Length: cm 20  -  It can hold about 120 samples

Length: cm 30  -  It can hold about 180 samples

Length: cm 40  -  It can hold about 240 samples
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